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Abstract
We implement the O(d; d; Z) transformations of T-duality as auto-
morphisms of the operator algebras of Conformal Field Theories. This




O(d, d, Z) Transformations as automorphisms : : :
T-Duality is a spacetime symmetry of string theory that interchanges long and short
distances (For a recent review see [1]). It appeared for rst time in string theory in the work
of Kikkawa and Yamasaki and of Sakai and Senda [2]. These authors considered a string
moving on a spacetime in which one spatial dimension is compactied on a circle of radius
R. In such a background the string possesses two types of states: momentum (strings with
integer quantized momenta in the compact dimension) and winding excitations (strings
winding around the compact dimension an integer number of times). The masses of the
momentum excitations are of the form  n=R, with integral n, while those of the winding
modes are  mR, where m is the number of times the string wraps around the compact
dimension. Already, a duality is apparent in which interchanging the ro^le of the momentum
and winding modes is equivalent to mapping R! 1=R.
This particular duality is only part of a larger group of discrete symmetries which
arise when we consider strings moving on a d-dimensional toroidal background and in the
presence of a constant non-zero antisymmetric tensor eld. These duality transformations
generate the discrete group O(d; d; Z) and an additional symmetry which acts on the




[3]. Dine, Huet and Seiberg [4],
observed some time ago that T-duality is, in fact, a nite gauge transformation. For





due to the Kaluza-Klein mechanism. It is a surprising result of string




when the radius of the





transformation: more specically it corresponds to the global gauge transformation in the
Weyl subgroup of SU(2). This observation seems more natural when we recall that the
extra gauge bosons are winding modes, while the Kaluza Klein excitations are momentum
modes. The enhanced gauge symmetry therefore mixes winding and momentum modes,
just as T-Duality interchanges them. Later Giveon, Malkin and Rabinovici [5] generalized
this result to any d-dimensional toroidal background. They demonstrated that the discrete
O(d; d; Z) duality transformations are particular gauge transformations of the underlying
gauge symmetry of the string background.
In recent years our understanding of gauge symmetries in string theory has improved
considerably [6], [7]. We understand how to implement gauge transformations on arbitrary
backgrounds. Gauge transformations are generated by certain similarity transformations
of the stress-tensors of the associated conformal eld theories





This yields a new transformed stress-tensor from which we may derive the transformation
properties of the spacetime elds. The transformation of the stress-tensor is to be expected;
stress-tensors are parameterized by the spacetime eld congurations and transforming the
spacetime elds will therefore transform the stress-tensor.
2
O(d, d, Z) Transformations as automorphisms : : :
What is then the operator h that implements gauge transformations? For each unbro-
ken gauge symmetry there exists a corresponding current algebra on the world-sheet. For
a gauge transformation with parameter 
a










() are the generators of the current algebra. We may also generate general












In reference [8] this general approach to understanding the symmetries of string theory was
applied to T-Duality. The operator h which implements T-Duality as an inner automor-
phism of the operator algebra was identied as one of the SU(2) currents, as in eq. (2). In
this letter we will apply our understanding of gauge symmetries in string theory with the
insight of GMR [5] that O(d; d; Z) transformations are gauge transformations, and we will
identify the operators h, Eq. (2), which implement these transformations. These operators
map the operator algebra onto itself and in addition can be pulled back to spacetime and
be interpreted as O(d; d; Z) transformations on the spacetime elds. This will be achieved
by xing the operator algebra and constructing the operators h at one of the self-dual
points. The eect of an O(d; d; Z) transformation on arbitrary spacetime elds can then
be calculated by applying the same inner automorphisms to general stress-tensor in the
deformation class.
For simplicity we shall initially consider a string moving on a two-dimensional torus
parameterized by a constant metric g


















































































































O(d, d, Z) Transformations as automorphisms : : :
where G

is a constant diagonal metric (the identity!) and the antisymmetric background



































. The stress-tensor has been dened









































() in equation (4) is not the same operator for dierent string backgrounds.




() changes. This is also
apparent from equations (5) and (7). Because we want to compare CFT's at dierent
points of the deformation class we need to express our operators in terms of a xed basis.
We will choose to x our operator algebra at one of the critical points of the deformation






















() obey xed commutation relations everywhere in the de-




() do not. Having done
that we can express the stress tensor of a generic point in terms of these operators. It















































































































































and a similar expression for T
g;b
. We have expressed the stress-tensor of a generic point
of the deformation class in terms of a xed basis of operators at the self-dual point.





. The O(2; 2; Z) group is generated by permutations, re-
ections and some particular linear transformations of the coordinates as well as factorized
4




type of transformations) and integer shifts of the antisymmetric tensor




() and so we seek operators
h
i
















































To nd these operators h
i
, we recal that at the symmetric point of the deformation class the








. This symmetry enhancement is

























algebra. It is then straightforward

































is a suitable basis of Killing forms on the torus. For a D-dimensional at
torus, there are D of them (i = 1;    ;D) and we have chosen a particular basis where
k
(i)
= (1; 0; 0;   ); (0; 1; 0;   ); (0; 0; 1;   ); : : :.





























()]; ] +    (15)
and a similar expression for @X

















































=  this particular automorphism satises equation








algebra. If our compact
space is a d-dimensional torus, then there are d separate T-dualities. We can consider the
eect of the product of these dualities on the stress-tensor Eq. (11). With some amount of
algebra we can see that the transformed stress-tensor is of the same form with the original,






































We can also consider the eect of a separate T-duality generated by h
1
for example. The
eect of this separate automorphism is to change the sign of @X
1
() and leave @X
2
()
invariant. Acting on the stress-tensor again with this separate automorphism will produce
























































These transformations were rst derived by Buscher, [9]. One comment is in order here.
The choice of the operators h
i
which implement T-duality, eq. (14), is not unique. Instead,
h
i





















































































choice of the appropriate operators acquires signicance in the Z
2
orbifold models in which
only one of the two survives the Z
2
projection.






correspond to a par-
ticular two-form gauge transformations. Two-form gauge invariance in string theory is
responsible for the extension of the U(1) symmetry which appears when one compacti-




. The operator h which






































































O(d, d, Z) Transformations as automorphisms : : :
The operator e
ih






. This implies then
that the parameters 

are integers. Subsequently the eect of this automorphism on the











































































































































Thus the inner automorphism generated by h maps the world-sheet stress-tensor onto a
dierent one. The resulting CFT is isomorphic to the original one and this particular


















Similarly permutations of the coordinates are particular coordinate transformations (rota-


























































Permutations of the coordinates correspond to  =

2
. Then this automorphism upon
acting on the stress-tensor Eq. (11) will produce a new transformed stress-tensor where










































































































































= . Acting again with this automorphism on the stress tensor Eq. (11) we
























Finally the remainingO(d; d; Z) transformations correspond to coordinate transformations




























































































Having these relations at our disposal we proceed to calculate the eect of this automor-
phism on the stress tensor which describes string propagation on T
2
at a generic point
of the deformation class. The resulting stress tensor takes an intimidating form but with
some tedius algebra we realize that the new stress tensor corresponds to the original one






































The remaining discrete symmetry of string theory compactied on a d-dimensional




. In order to implement it as an
automorphism of the operator algebra we seek an operator h whose action on the stress-














Then the operator h, in order to be interpreted as implementing this specic symmetry






















So we seek an automorphism that interchanges the two Virasoro algebras. Clearly such
an automorphism will correspond to an outer automorphism since no inner automorphism
can achieve this: the algebra is a tensor product of a left and a right Virasoro.
In this paragraph we shall summarize what we have done in this paper. We have
applied a general approach to understanding gauge symmetries in string theories as auto-
morphisms of the operator algebra to O(d; d; Z) dualities. We exhibited explicitly all the
8
O(d, d, Z) Transformations as automorphisms : : :
operators that implement the inner automorphisms of the algebra and by applying them
to the stress-tensor of the theory we were able to derive the O(d; d; Z) transformations
on the spacetime elds. The requirement that the operators that implement the auto-
morphisms are single-valued constrains the parameters of transformations to be integers.
Although we have worked with a two-dimensional toroidal background T
2
generalization
to d-dimensions is straightforward. We have also demonstrated that factorized dualities
and reections are enhanced gauge symmetries and as such stringy in nature while the
remaining O(d; d; Z) transformations are abelian gauge symmetries.
I would like to thank M. Evans and J. Liu for useful discussions. This work was
supported in part by the Department of Energy Contract Number DE-FG02-91ER40651-
TASKB.
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